Eisenhower Elementary School
Mandatory Uniform Policy

All students, K – 5, must wear the official school uniform as described below.

- Boys can choose from navy, black, or khaki pants or shorts.
- Girls can choose from navy, black, or khaki shorts, skirts, pants, jumpers, or skorts.
- All students can choose any solid color polo (collared) type shirts. (NO designs or logos)
- Shirts must be tucked in.
- Blue jeans are NOT allowed.
- Leggings cannot be worn unless they are underneath skirts or jumpers. They must be either black, navy, khaki, or white.
- Closed-toe shoes only.
- Socks must be worn at all times.
- The Eisenhower t-shirt can be worn any day of the week. (You may purchase these through the front office.)

Please be aware of the season and dress appropriately for both cold weather and hot weather. Clothing for cold weather may consist of solid colored jackets, sweatshirts, sweaters, and long sleeve shirts. (NO designs or logos)

EXCEPTIONS: All students may be out of uniform on Individual Picture Day and school designated days.

*If students arrive to school out of uniform, parents will be contacted and asked to bring proper uniform clothes to school. If no one is available to bring a uniform to school, the student will be asked to change into clothing from the school uniform closet.
Your child, ________________________________ , was out of uniform today. The next time they arrive to school out of uniform they will remain in the office while parents are notified and an appropriate uniform clothes are provided. If no one is available to bring a uniform to school, the student will be asked to change into clothing from the school uniform closet.
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